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We consider near-inertial waves continuously excited by a localized source and 
their subsequent radiation and evolution on a two-dimensional /I-plane. Numerical 
simulations are used to quantify the wave propagation and the energy flux in a 
realistically stratified ocean basin. We focus on the dynamics near and poleward of the 
inertial latitude where the local value of the Coriolis parameter ƒ  matches the forcing 
frequency a , contrasting the behaviour of waves under the traditional approximation 
(TA), where only the component of the Earth’s rotation aligned with gravity is retained 
in the dynamics, with that obtained under the non-traditional approach (non-TA) in 
which the horizontal component of rotation is retained. Under the TA, assuming 
inviscid linear wave propagation in the WKB limit, all energy radiated from the source 
eventually propagates toward the equator, with the initially poleward propagation being 
internally reflected at the inertial latitude. Under the non-TA however, these waves 
propagate sub-inertially beyond their inertial latitude, exhibiting multiple reflections 
between internal turning points that lie poleward of the inertial latitude and the bottom. 
The numerical experiments complement and extend existing theory by relaxing the 
linearity and WKB approximations, and by illustrating the time development of the 
steadily forced flow and the spatial patterns of energy flux and flux divergence. The 
flux divergence of the flow at both the forcing frequency and its first harmonic 
reveal the spatial patterns of nonlinear energy transfer and highlight the importance of 
nonlinearity in the vicinity of near-critical bottom reflection at the inertial latitude of 
the forced waves.
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1. Introduction
We consider the behaviour of near-inertial oceanic internal gravity waves 

propagating meridionally in a depth-varying stratification toward their inertial latitude 
where the local value of the Coriolis parameter ƒ  =  2Q  sin </> matches the wave 
frequency a . Here Q  is the frequency of the Earth’s rotation and <p is latitude in 
spherical coordinates. Under the so-called traditional approximation (TA), the influence
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of the locally horizontal component of the Earth’s rotation is neglected and the 
retained component of the rotation vector is everywhere aligned with the gravitational 
acceleration. On the /1-plane, i.e. after making a tangent plane approximation to 
convert from spherical to Cartesian coordinates, the TA constrains gravitational and 
rotational effects to act in directions parallel or perpendicular to the coordinate 
directions and, assuming a rigid lid and a flat bottom for simplicity, to the domain 
boundaries.

One consequence of the TA is that throughout the domain, the allowable frequency 
range for propagating waves is ƒ  < a < N  where N  is the local buoyancy frequency. 
This implies that poleward-propagating waves at a fixed frequency a  < 2Q eventually 
reach their inertial latitude where a =  ƒ  and approaching waves are internally reflected. 
Poleward of this latitude, the waves are sub-inertial and thus evanescent. Under the 
TA, all propagating waves are super-inertial and all wave energy flux is eventually 
directed equatorward (ignoring here the fate of waves that eventually cross the equator 
and propagate toward their inertial turning latitude in the opposite hemisphere; this 
situation is considered in e.g. Harlander & Maas (2006) for equatorially trapped 
internal waves).

If one does not neglect the horizontal component of the rotation vector, an approach 
that we call non-traditional (non-TA) adopting the terminology of Gerkema et al. 
(2008), the rotation vector is no longer aligned with gravity, the coordinate directions 
nor the domain boundaries (except at the poles). This loss of symmetry has rather 
profound implications for the dynamics of near-inertial internal waves. In particular, 
propagating sub-inertial waves exist under the non-TA showing that the inertial latitude 
is not a turning latitude of internal reflection. In fact, energy propagates poleward 
of the inertial latitude until it arrives at its true turning latitude, defined by the 
transition of the underlying partial differential equation from hyperbolic to elliptic 
type. The location of the turning points, i.e. the position of the separatrix defining 
the transition, is shifted poleward from the inertial latitude by a distance that depends 
on the stratification and thus on depth. The shift can be of the order of hundreds of 
kilometres in the deep ocean and wave energy that crosses the inertial latitude can 
propagate sub-inertially, advancing poleward but multiply reflected from the internal 
turning locations and the bottom while being continually focused into an ever-thinning 
depth range above the bottom.

Adopting the more general non-TA therefore changes the description of oceanic 
near-inertial wave dynamics to order one. Instead of all poleward-propagating energy 
being internally reflected at the inertial latitude, a fraction of the energy is focused and 
trapped in the deep ocean. This was pointed out by Maas (2001), following studies 
on internal waves in rotating stratified spherical shells by Friedlander & Siegmann 
(1982) and Dintrans, Rieutord & Valdettaro (1999). The separatrix is curved in a thick 
spherical shell, but approaches a straight vertical (i.e. in the radial direction) in a 
uniformly stratified thin shell. With decreasing stratification N  with depth (as is natural 
in the ocean) the separatrix is curved even in a thin shell or on a ß -plane.

The latter situation was examined in an earlier study (Gerkema & Shrira 2005«), 
which was, however, based on three approximations or assumptions that wifi be 
relaxed in the present study. The first was the restriction to linear theory, which may 
be generally reasonable for small-amplitude waves, but can break down when wave 
beams reflect at boundaries or cross in the fluid interior. Moreover, in this problem one 
of the characteristics of near-inertial waves becomes exactly horizontal at the inertial 
latitude, so that, at a horizontal bottom, critical reflection wifi occur. Studies have 
shown that critical reflection leads, among other things, to the generation of higher
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harmonics (Dauxois & Young 1999). Second, energy propagation was assumed to 
follow the characteristics without the occurrence of internal reflections; this amounts 
to making the WKB approximation, i.e. one assumes that the inhomogeneities of 
the medium (here due to vertically varying stratification N  and to the variation 
of the Coriolis parameter with latitude, the ß -effect) occur at scales much larger 
than the wave itself, and therefore cause no internal reflections. This assumption 
becomes problematic near the inertial latitude, where horizontal wavelengths are long. 
Third, only the spatial problem was addressed, assuming sinusoidal waves varying like 
exp(ÍCTí). This makes it impossible to say how long it takes for the patterns to form, 
especially in the region of abyssal trapping, where sub-inertial energy accumulates. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate what happens if one 
abandons these three restrictions.

We explore here the fate of internal waves approaching the abyssal trapping zone 
through a series of idealized numerical experiments in which spatially localized 
monochromatic forcing is prescribed to excite waves that propagate meridionally on a 
ß -plane. Energy is radiated from the forcing region both up- and downward and to the 
north (poleward) and south. We consider the solutions under linear and nonlinear 
dynamics and using the traditional and non-traditional treatments of the Coriolis 
effects. The simulations describe the approach toward steady state, allowing for the 
possibility of scale transformations and excitation of harmonics through nonlinear 
effects. Though our results apply to near-inertial waves generally, for specificity we 
consider the fate of semi-diurnal (M2) internal tidal beams generated within a few 
hundred kilometres of their inertial latitude. This particular context illustrates the 
importance of the horizontal component of rotation even at high latitudes in the deep 
ocean.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we consider the 
characteristics obtained from the linearized equations of motion and show the direction 
of energy propagation for an idealized point source forcing. We describe the numerical 
methodology in § 3 and list the suite of experiments to be presented. Results for 
linear propagation under the traditional and non-traditional treatments of the Coriolis 
terms are contrasted in §4. In §5 we discuss the companion experiments, in which 
the artificial restriction to linear dynamics is removed, and consider in particular the 
excitation and propagation of energy at the frequency of the first harmonic 2a. We 
then focus on the trapping region, where waves at frequency a are sub-inertial and 
confined to a shrinking benthic region north of the M 2 inertial latitude. Discussion and 
conclusions follow in § 7.

2. Characteristics of the linearized equations
To illustrate the spatial patterns of internal wave radiation under the combined 

effects of depth-varying stratification and latitudinally dependent rotation, we first 
examine the characteristic directions, i.e. directions in space along which linear waves 
transport energy. These are obtained from the linearized Boussinesq equations on a 
ß  -plane centred at latitude <p0 taking into account both components of the Earth’s 
rotation vector. (The governing linear equations are obtained from (3.1) to (3.4) in 
§ 3 after neglecting the nonlinear, forcing and dissipation terms.) We take coordinate 
directions (x, v, z) pointing in the east, north and upward directions respectively with 
corresponding velocity components u, v and w. The buoyancy b = —(g/p0)p', where 
the prime indicates the space and time deviation from the ambient profile ~p(z) and 
Po is a constant reference density. In the tangent plane approximation, gravity acts 
only in the ;  direction and the Coriolis parameter ƒ  varies with meridional position
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according to ƒ  = /o  +  ßy  where fo = 2 ß  sin(</>0), ß = 2Í2 eos (fo)/R  with Q  the 
Earth’s rotation frequency and R the Earth’s radius. The horizontal component of 
rotation, i.e. the component oriented in the meridional direction, perpendicular to the 
gravitational acceleration, influences the dynamics through the terms proportional to 
ƒ  =  2Q  c o s í/, j. As in Grimshaw (1975), ƒ  is taken as a constant, independent of v. 
Here and throughout we take <p0 = 74.5 , the inertial latitude for the semi-diurnal tide, 
and so fo = M2 and y =  0 at this latitude.

A second-order partial differential equation is obtained from the homogeneous, 
linearized version of (3.1)-(3.4) by seeking time-harmonic solutions proportional to 
eiCTf:

AVyy +  2 BVyr +  CVrr +  f  ß V r =  0. (2.1)

We have neglected zonal derivatives to focus on meridional propagation and eliminated 
variables in favour of the y component of velocity v(y,z). The coefficients of the 
equation are A (z) = N 2( z ) - o 2+ f 2, B(y) = f f  and C(y) = i f2- o 2). This is equation (2) 
in Gerkema & Shrira (2005a). Note that the TA amounts to taking ƒ  =  0 here, which 
eliminates B and hence the mixed derivative term as well as the lower-order term 
proportional to vz. In the more general non-TA, terms proportional to ƒ  are retained.

No analytical solutions of (2.1) have been found for a vertically bounded domain. 
Exact solutions (Gerkema & Shrira 2005b) have been obtained however for the /-plane 
where the /-effect is neglected (see also Kasahara 2003, 2004; Durran & Bretherton 
2004). For uniform N,  Gerkema & Shrira (2005b) obtained a simple but remarkable 
dispersion relation, according to which horizontal wavenumbers tend to infinity, and 
the group velocity to zero, as the wave frequency approaches its lower bound, which 
lies slightly below ƒ. This is the sub-inertial short-wave limit. Translating this to the 
/-plane, the implication would be that wavenumbers go from zero at the inertial 
latitude to infinity at the turning latitude, no matter how small the distance between 
those latitudes may be. Whether this is a real physical effect, or rather an artefact of 
the WKB approach underlying this reasoning, will be examined in the present study.

Given a stratification profile N(z), which we take here and throughout to be 
given by N  = N0eiz~H)/r with the surface value N0 corresponding to 3 cycles h 1 
and y  = 1300 m, one can immediately display the characteristic directions

dz,  , B , (B2 — A C )1/2
x-(v. z) = -  ± -----------------• (2.2)
dy A A

We will use the notation /x+ and ¡i to refer to families of characteristics with slopes 
given by the positive and negative branches of the square root respectively. For a 
given frequency a,  energy is constrained to propagate along characteristic directions 
regardless of spatial scale. Figure 1 (a) shows the characteristics under the TA for 
meridional wave propagation at frequency a  =  M2 emanating from a hypothetical point 
source located at 1500 m depth at y =  —192 km. The vertical dashed line at the M2 
inertial latitude y =  0 indicates the transition between hyperbolic and elliptic regions 
for (2.1) under the TA, which is found generally by setting B2 — AC =  0 in (2.2). 
Under the WKB approximation, arrows indicating the direction of wave radiation can 
be added to the characteristics as shown in the figure. In this limit, energy propagating 
northward is internally reflected at the inertial latitude in both the upper and lower 
ocean. After internal reflection, all energy propagates to the south as indicated by the 
filled arrows.

Figure 1 (b) shows the corresponding characteristics under the non-TA in which 
the terms multiplied by ƒ  are retained. The dashed line again shows the transition
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F i g u r e  1. (a) Characteristics for linear WKB waves at frequency o = M 2 on a /¡-plane 
under the traditional approximation (TA). The dashed line at y = 0 is the separatrix between 
hyperbolic and elliptic regions (grey horizontal lines) which corresponds to the inertial 
latitude y = 0 where ƒ =  a. The forcing location is shown as a filled circle approximately 
192 km south of the inertial latitude. (b) Corresponding characteristics under the more 
general non-traditional approach. The turning locations, again shown as a dashed line, are 
shifted northward from the inertial latitude by an amount that increases with decreasing 
N(z). (c) Characteristics at the first harmonic frequency 2a  under the non-TA. Waves at 2a 
propagate along characteristics that are much steeper and are not limited in range by the 
latitudinal variation of ƒ  over the range of latitudes shown.

between propagating and evanescent wave regions where (2.1) changes type. In this 
case however, owing to the retention of B, the transition is given by
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indicating a northward shift from the inertial latitude that increases with decreasing N  
in the deep ocean as shown in the figure. Energy that propagates initially northward 
and upward encounters a turning point in the upper ocean that is only slightly 
displaced from the inertial latitude and is reflected to the south. In contrast, energy that 
propagates initially northward and downward crosses the inertial latitude y =  0 with a 
slope àz/ày =  0 (C vanishes at the inertial latitude) where it becomes sub-inertial and 
approaches its true turning point while propagating upward. The downward reflected 
characteristic propagates to the south and there are two possibilities as discussed in 
Gerkema & Shrira (2005a). If the characteristic intersects the bottom poleward of 
the inertial latitude, it is reflected upward and toward the pole. In this case, the 
characteristics eventually focus toward a point attractor as shown in the figure. This 
trapping is the ß -plane analogue to the trapping in a rotating, stratified spherical shell 
found by Dintrans et al. (1999). The other possibility is that the ray intersects the 
bottom south of the inertial latitude. In this case (not shown here, see figure 4) the 
wave is super-inertial upon reflection and reflects upward but continues toward the 
south, thus escaping the point attractor. It is clear then, that the point attractor has 
a finite domain of attraction, within which all characteristics eventually focus and 
outside which energy is ultimately reflected back to the south. We do not explore this 
issue further here, focusing rather on a particular example in which energy radiates 
from a source located along a characteristic that lies within the domain of attraction.

Figure 1(c) shows the corresponding characteristics for waves at twice the forcing 
frequency emanating from the same source location though, as we will see, harmonics 
are not preferentially excited at that location. These characteristics are much steeper, 
appearing almost vertical in deep ocean for the aspect ratio of the figure. Waves at 
2a are not limited in range by the latitudinal variation of ƒ  within the domain shown. 
Their region of hyperbolicity is however limited by the decreasing value of N  with 
depth. The dashed line near the bottom indicates the region where the frequency 2a 
exceeds the maximum allowable frequency amax.

When the linearity and WKB approximations are relaxed, the energy flux may not 
be as simple as indicated in figure 1. For example, waves at scales larger than those 
for which WKB applies may back reflect or scatter onto intersecting characteristics 
while nonlinearities can excite waves at other frequencies that propagate in different 
directions.

3. Methodology
We consider use following set of equations:

^  - f v  + f w =  3>[u] + y [ n \ .  (3.1)

^  +fu  = -py + 3>[v] + f ( y .  z. t). (3.2)

Dvr
—  -  b - f u  = - p -  +  £>[w] +  y [ w ] ,  (3.3)

V y  +  wz =  0, (3.4)
D b
—  +  N 2w =  £>[b] +  y ’lb]. (3.5)

Equations (3.1)—(3.5) are solved numerically in the two-dimensional ( d / dx  ->  0) 
meridional plane for —Ly/2  <  y <  Ly/2, 0 <  ;  <  H  for 0 < t <  7} for the parameter
values shown in table 1. The pressure p  is scaled by the reference density p0.
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TAJin NT Jin NT_nl SLnl

Ly (km) 1350 1350 1350 800
H  (m) 4000 4000 4000 2000
dy (km) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.56
dz (m) 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9
Tf (yr) 1 1 1 2
NT No Yes Yes Yes
NL No No Yes Yes
(y, ¿) s r c  (km) (-192 , 2.5) (-192 , 2.5) (-192 , 2.5) (0, 1.0)
a (m) 50 50 50 20
v (n r s~') io -5 io -5 io -5 io -6

Ta b le  1. Simulation parameters. Parameters that are held constant across all simulations
are not listed. SI, subinertial.

The horizontal boundaries are taken to be free-slip walls with uz = vz = w = b =  0. 
Even symmetry is assumed for all variables at y =  ± / . v/2 . While in principle such 
conditions are strongly reflective, we also impose Rayleigh damping in sponge layers 
adjacent to these boundaries to filter outward radiating waves before they reach the 
boundaries. This approach allows all variables to be expanded horizontally in cosine 
series and the use of accurate numerical methods. Unfortunately, despite the simplicity 
of the boundary conditions at ;  =  0 and H, the non-TA precludes the use of a 
corresponding set of vertical expansions, i.e. w and b in sine and u and v in cosine 
series. The difficulty with this approach can be seen by looking at the polarity of (3.1) 
and noting that the term f w  would have odd symmetry while the remaining terms 
would be even in z. The underlying problem is that the use of sine expansions for 
w implicitly assumes that all even derivatives of w vanish, which is not the case 
using the non-TA. This also leads to the non-differentiability of Fourier series for 
non-traditional modes for w on an /-plane as discussed in Gerkema & Shrira (2005b). 
For this reason, we use sixth-order compact-differencing in the ;  direction for which 
these symmetry issues are not a problem. These methods are global in the sense that 
the estimation of the value of the derivative at a single point (v, zo) requires function 
values at all discrete ;  positions at the same y location. The global nature of the 
method leads to desirable numerical properties and high accuracy (Fele 1992).

Equations (3.1 )—(3.5) are simplified for some of the simulations. Einear simulations 
are those for which the material derivative (D/Di) =  (3 /31) +  u(3/3y) +  w(d/dz) is 
linearized to 3 / 3 1. For traditional (TA) simulations, the value of ƒ  is set to zero 
while for non-traditional simulations ƒ  =  2Í2 cos(<po)/R. Included in the equations are 
an anisotropic dissipation operator 3>, a forcing term t//, and a Rayleigh damping or 
sponge term 5?. The NL and NT labels for the parameters in table 1 indicate whether 
the nonlinear or non-traditional terms respectively are used in the various simulations.

The dissipation operator is defined as =  v(32/ 3 r )  +  { - l ) p~lv{d2p/dy2p) for 
integer p taken here to be 5. The higher-order operator is easily implemented in 
wavenumber space and takes advantage of the trigonometric expansions in y to confine 
the effective dissipation to only the smallest scales represented on the grid. Modes 
with y wavenumber k decay under the action of the horizontal part of the operator like 
exp(—vk2pt). Given p = 5, the value of v is specified so that the mode at the Nyquist 
wavenumber decays by an amount e 1 in a time Tdiss =  250 s which is about twice the 
time step used in most of the simulations. Using this value, motions with horizontal
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scale of 5 km, which is ~ l / 4  the size of the horizontal forcing region and ~ 4  times 
the horizontal grid spacing, have a viscous decay time of ~5  yr.

It is prohibitively difficult however to utilize such a scheme in the ;  direction using 
compact differencing and so a conventional second-order operator is used instead. The 
characteristic time scale of decay for grid-scale motions is d r /v  and for the full-depth 
simulations this value is equal to ~17 days. Similarly, motions at 125 m scale, ~ l / 4  
the vertical extent of the forcing region, have decay time scales of the order of 50 yr. 
Based on the characteristic decay times, we see that the vertical diffusion operator is 
very weak. To a good approximation, both operators exert a negligible influence over 
the majority of the scales represented on the grid and the simulated dynamics can be 
considered representative of the nearly inviscid limit.

For all experiments except SI_nl, forcing is applied to the v equation only with the 
explicit form given by

ifr{y, z. t) = ilf0Q-{{?-?src)iay]~ Q~iiz~Zsrc)/az)~ eos (cri), (3.6)

where a  =  AT is the semi-diurnal forcing frequency, t//,, =  a o k  (yv, zsir) is the centre 
of the forcing region and (ay, oz) are characteristic spatial scales set to 10 km 
and 250 m respectively. Parameters with values not specified here vary between 
simulations and are listed in table 1.

Outward radiating waves are damped in sponge regions adjacent to the lateral 
boundaries via Rayleigh damping. The explicit form of the damping, e.g. applied to w, 
is

y [ w ] =  _ _ ^ ( e - ( ( y + L y / 2 ) / X ) 2 e - ( ( y - L y / 2 ) / X ) 2 ^ ^

Tr

so that non-zero values are forced toward zero over a time scale TR which is set 
to 1000 s. The spatial extent of these damping regions is approximately given by X 
which is set to 60 km. These terms protect the interior of the domain from unwanted 
reflections at the symmetry boundaries. We do not apply Rayleigh damping in (3.2) 
to avoid explicitly forcing flow convergence and a corresponding compensating flow. 
The equations were solved in parallel using the flow-solve code discussed in Winters, 
MacKinnon & Mills (2004) and used in MacKinnon & Winters (2005), modified to 
permit the use of compact differencing in the ;  direction.

4. Overview of linear dynamics
We focus first on a contrasting pair of linear simulations in which the effects 

of nonlinearities are artificially removed by neglecting the nonlinear terms in the 
governing equations. Waves are excited monochromatically at frequency a  =  M2 
(but with the forcing imposed suddenly at t =  0) from a location at 1500 m depth 
approximately 200 km south of the M2 inertial latitude y =  0. Both simulations are run 
for 1 yr or 705 forcing periods TMl_ = 2n/o .  Figure 2 shows the meridional velocity 
v after 507'^, 350TMl and 705 TMl for the simulations TAJin and NT Jin. In both 
cases, the purely horizontal orientation of the forcing projects onto both characteristic 
directions and we see velocity maxima (red) closely aligned with the characteristics 
derived from linear theory. After 507'^, it is only apparent that the waves are tightly 
constrained to characteristics over a relatively small distance from the source. As time 
advances however, the velocity maxima become much more tightly focused on the 
characteristic directions throughout the domain.
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F igure  2. Snapshots of the meridional velocity v in the y, z plane after (a,b) 50, (c,d) 350 
and (e,f ) 705 forcing periods 7} =  2jx/a for linear dynamics under the TA, {a,c, e), and the 
NT approximation (b,d,f). Also shown are the characteristics emanating from the centre of 
the source region for the forced frequency a = M 2. The circles near y =  0 are locations at 
which time series are extracted in figure 3.

The analyses of characteristics in § 2  indicates that with the forcing applied here 
a turning point exists at a depth of ~ 5 0 0  m. In this region of relatively high 
stratification, the difference between TA and non-TA appears to be slight. Under 
the TA, this turning point is located at the M2 inertial latitude v =  0 while in the 
non-TA, it is shifted northward by an approximate distance <5 =  1.4 km which follows 
from (2.3) taking the value of N  at that depth.

While the early snapshots (t = 50TMl) show no obvious evidence of energy 
being reflected at these locations, the later ones do. Velocity minima (blue) are 
formed along directions matching the reflected characteristics indicating a phase 
shift of it upon reflection. The pattern of velocity maxima and minima sharpens 
significantly and becomes more tightly aligned with the predicted directions of energy 
reflection between 3507^, and 105TM2. The linear behaviour is qualitatively similar 
for both cases near the upper-ocean turning point where <5 is small compared to 
the characteristic forcing scale ay. Under the TA, WKB theory predicts an infinite 
horizontal wavelength as packets approach their inertial latitude v =  0. The singularity
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however is an artefact of WKB theory. A less restrictive treatment, for example in the 
case of constant TV, yields modal solutions in terms of Airy functions which can be 
interpreted in terms of incident, reflected and evanescent waves and no indication of 
a transformation to small scales. Without the TA, there is the additional complication 
that the WKB approach predicts infinitely short wavelengths a short distance <5 north 
of the inertial latitude. Here however, even for constant TV, no more general modal 
solutions have been found and so the possibility of very small scales cannot be 
formally dismissed. The numerical solutions however do not show any indication 
of energy transfer to small scales in this region and indeed, the solutions are very 
similar near the upper-ocean turning points whether or not the TA is employed. While 
confirmation is useful, this is perhaps not surprising given that <5 -> 0 as TV increases 
and one would strongly suspect that the two approaches yield the same result in this 
limit.

The behaviour near turning points in the deep ocean, where TV is much smaller and 
<5 is much larger, however is significantly different between the two simulations. Under 
the TA, there is a simple turning point at =  1400 m where energy is reflected 
upward and to the south as indicated by the velocity minimum roughly centred 
along the predicted characteristic. The width of this reflected beam also decreases 
significantly between 3507'^ and 105TMl, particularly in the upper ocean well south 
of the inertial latitude, suggesting a continuous delay in arrival of small-scale waves at 
fixed locations. By 7057'^, energy reflected from the deep turning point has reached 
the upper surface where it is reflected downward and southward.

In the NT simulation, energy is no longer internally reflected at the inertial 
latitude in the deep ocean. The v maximum associated with downward and northward 
propagation is centred on the corresponding characteristic and crosses the inertial 
latitude with zero slope but finite group speed. The velocity maximum turns upward 
as the characteristics suggest. The v signal decays above and to the north of the 
turning locations (see also figure 1) consistent with evanescence in the elliptic region 
of (2.1). Bands where v alternates sign are evident within the focusing zone where 
characteristics reflect back and forth between turning points and the flat bottom. These 
bands are approximately aligned with the upward /x_ characteristics in this region. 
Because v is shown, rather than w or energy density for example, it is not apparent 
in the figure that energy also propagates downward and southward along the predicted 
steep ¡J.+ characteristics. We will return to this point and consider the energy flux in 
the sub-inertial region in § 6.

In the NT results, the flow below the /x_ characteristic shown, including its 
extension upward and to the south of the forcing region, appears to be significantly 
different from that in the corresponding region under the TA. Under NT dynamics, 
distinct v bands of alternating sign are evident that appear to lie along characteristics 
(not shown) from the /x_ family in (2.2). The number of these bands approximately 
doubles between 3507^, and 7057^ . The formation of these bands cannot be the 
result of nonlinear effects as the simulation is purely linear. They are strictly a 
consequence of the inclusion of the non-traditional Coriolis terms.

At the end of the simulations, the maximum values of v are ~15 cm s 1 in the 
forcing region, approximately twice this value in the positive v (red) branch near the 
upper turning points. Near the inertial latitude in the deep ocean U ~  1000 km), values 
reach about 7 and 10 cm s 1 in the TA and NT simulations respectively. Time series 
of the v velocity for the points near v =  0 indicated with open circles in figure 2 are 
shown in figure 3. It is apparent that the approach to steady state, as indicated by the 
flow in the turning point regions is relatively slow. It might be argued that the NT
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F igure  3. Time series of meridional velocity v, sampled once per forcing period 7} at 
the locations indicated by the circles in figure 2 for (a) the TA simulation and (b) the NT 
simulation. For the NT simulation the time history for both linear and nonlinear experiments 
are shown.

simulations have attained an approximately steady state after 1 year; the development 
of the TA flow appears to be slightly slower. On the other hand, while the flow near 
the turning points may be still adjusting slowly due to the arrival of ever smaller- 
scale waves, it is evident that significant energy has already been reflected from the 
upper turning points and has propagated well to the south of the excitation latitude. 
The extent to which the beams focus onto the predicted characteristics suggests that 
relatively small-scale waves have been able to travel the length of the reflected ray 
path in this time.

4.1. Critical wave reflection 
We remarked in the previous section that the alternating bands seen in figure 2(d,f) 
resulted from the inclusion of the non-traditional Coriolis terms. We return to 
this point here. Figure 4 shows /x_ characteristics slightly above and below the 
critical characteristics (¡i and (¡i (The critical characteristic (¡i
is sandwiched between the red and blue curves in the upper part of (a) and is 
not shown for clarity.) Near (p-)„pper, neighbouring trajectories just below (shown 
in red) reflect off the separatrix (dashed curve) and intersect the flat bottom just 
to the north of the inertial latitude v =  0. (The critical characteristic (¡i by
definition intersects the separatrix at point A. Its reflection ¡i+ then intersects the 
bottom at v =  0.) These trajectories then reflect northward, eventually approaching the 
point attractor where the separatrix intersects the bottom (not shown). The inclusion 
of the non-traditional Coriolis terms alters the dispersion relation such that one gets 
a horizontal characteristic with finite group velocity at the inertial latitude. With a 
horizontal boundary, this implies critical reflection. While critical reflection occurs
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F i g u r e  4. Characteristics adjacent to the critical characteristics that intersect the bottom at 
the inertial latitude y = 0. (b) An enlargement of the lower part of (a).

in many problems, one interesting feature of this problem is that the focused rays 
that result from near-critical reflection are then trapped within a waveguide, bounded 
by a physical boundary and an internal separatrix, that shrinks in spatial scale as it 
approaches a point attractor.

Also shown in red is a characteristic located just above (/x_),ower that passes 
the inertial latitude just above z = 0. (By definition, the nearby critical or grazing 
characteristic (/x_),ower touches the bottom at v =  0.) The point (0, 0) is therefore 
a point of critical reflection. It is well known (Eriksen 1985; Gilbert Garrett 1989; 
Ivey & Nokes 1989; Slinn & Riley 1998; Ivey, Winters & De Silva 2000) that 
nonlinear interactions in the vicinity of critical reflection can lead to the generation 
of wave harmonics, energy intensification and turbulent mixing. Near-critical reflection 
acts to focus neighbouring characteristics, providing a simple mechanism for local 
intensification of energy density. A second interesting feature of this problem is 
that the critical reflection here has the property that it focuses energy from non
neighbouring rays from distinct locations in the water column, i.e. from near both 
(P-)upper and (p-)lower- The merged ray bundle is then further concentrated as they 
propagate into a shrinking waveguide.

Figure 4(b) shows that the two red characteristics that originate near ( p - ) up p e r  are 
focused upon near-critical reflection and approximately merge with the distinct red 
characteristic from just above ( p - ) lower, with all three following essentially the same 
path into the sub-inertial region v > 0 toward the point attractor. That energy from two
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F i g u r e  5. Phase diagram for v corresponding to figure 2(f). Phase <p is shown in radians 
and the direction of phase propagation with time is indicated by the arrows.

distinct directions, propagating northward near ( ß - ) lower and southward along /i , are 
focused upon reflection and directed into a vanishing waveguide makes this problem 
distinct from simple critical reflection of internal waves at a sloping boundary.

Similarly, characteristics just above (ß - )  upper (shown in blue) reflect from the 
separatrix above the point labelled A and intersect the bottom just south of v =  0 
where they undergo a focusing near-critical reflection upward and to the south. 
Characteristics lying above the two blue ones shown will also reflect from the 
separatrix above A and from the bottom to the south of v =  0 though with less 
focusing of neighbouring rays as the point of reflection moves south. The alternating 
bands of horizontal velocity visible in figure 2 (NT at 3507} and 7507}) suggest that 
energy is indeed being transported along these characteristics after undergoing internal 
reflection at the separatrix.

For all points between (pJ)„pper and (¡i including for example the solid
black circle indicating the centre of the forcing region in these simulations, the 
p.- characteristics all intersect the separatrix along the finite segment AB indicated 
in figure 4, reflect downward, intersect t; =  0 to the north of v =  0 and continue 
northward toward the point attractor.

The spatial structure of v shown in figure 2(f ) can be explained in terms of energy 
propagation and reflection along a bundle of rays that have turning points to either side 
of point A. Figure 5 shows the phase of v computed over the last two periods of the 
run NTJin. The four arrows in the upper part of the figure show the phase propagation 
with time for the beams that radiate energy away from the source region. For v < 0, 
the forced waves are super-inertial and the directions of the phase and group velocities 
are vertically opposed. In the deep ocean, the phase propagation is down and to the 
south for y < 0 implying energy propagation upward and to the south, as expected for 
waves reflected from the bottom. To the north of the critical point the forced waves 
are sub-inertial and, for /x_ characteristics, the phase and group velocity directions are 
horizontally opposed (see table 1 in Gerkema & Exarchou 2008). There the upward 
phase propagation is consistent with upward and northward energy propagation along a 
/x_ characteristic into the sub-inertial trapping zone.
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F i g u r e  6 . The amplitude of v corresponding to figure 2(f) decomposed by direction of 
phase propagation. Dark arrows show the direction of phase propagation, white (and grey) 
arrows show the direction of the group velocity. Subscripts refer to the sign of the y and z 
components of the phase velocity.

The amplitude and phase information can also be used to decompose v into 
components with phase propagating in each of the four directions via a Hilbert 
transform (Mercier, Gamier & Dauxois 2008). Figure 6 confirms the interpretation 
of the phase diagram. Energy radiates from the source downward and to the north 
(labelled 1, figure 6d). After crossing the inertial latitude it becomes sub-inertial and 
propagates upward toward the separatrix (2, figure 6c). It is then reflected downward 
and southward on steep ß + characteristics (3, figure 6b) though this branch does not 
appear very strongly in the decomposition for v. A portion of this energy intersects the 
bottom north of v =  0, reflecting to the north (2, figure 6c) while the remainder reflects 
south of v =  0 and propagates upward and to the south (4, figure 6a).

4.2. Wave energy f lux and its divergence 
We now consider the flux of energy transported by the waves. Let S  be defined as

£  = -  
2

(4.1)

Then, assuming that the vertical scale over which the waves vary is much smaller than 
that over which N  varies (otherwise additional terms, with derivatives of N,  would 
come into play in the expression for energy density, e.g. Holliday & Mcintyre 1981) 
the energy equation for (3.1)—(3.5) is

— g  = -  V • #■ +  P. 
D t

(4.2)
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where ¿N is the wave flux vector with horizontal and vertical components =  pv 
and =  pw  and 'F = im// is the rate at which energy is supplied to the fluid via 
the forcing term in (3.2). For our purposes here we take the dissipative terms to be 
negligible, which is reasonable away from the sponge regions given the scales of the 
waves. We are interested in time-averaged quantities, which we indicate by angular 
brackets ( ). The time-averaging interval will be taken over the final 2 periods of 
the simulations when the flow is closest to a steady state. ((D/D t)S)  is thus the 
time-averaged rate of change of the energy density of a fluid parcel as it undergoes 
oscillatory motion. This time-averaged quantity is non-zero only if there is direct input 
or extraction via ('F ) or when the divergence of the time-averaged wave flux (->) ^  0. 
We note that ('F) > 0 within and negligible outside a small forcing region centred at
(P src '  ' . v / ' . " )  ■

The horizontal and vertical components of the time-averaged wave energy flux (#■) 
in figure 7 show wave energy radiating outward from the forcing region in four 
directions. For the horizontal component, blue indicates southward propagation. Taking 
the time average over the last two M 2 periods in the simulation, integrating {pv) over 
the full depth at v =  100 km gives the net meridional flux in W m 1. A steady balance 
between northward and reflected waves would give a net flux of zero. For the TA run 
the net flux is to the north, with a value slightly less than 10 W m 1. It is non-zero 
because the flow is still adjusting slowly near the turning points. In contrast, the NT 
run has a much larger northward flux of ~65 W m 1 because much of the energy 
propagates into the trapping region. The two red bands north of v =  0, one centred 
on the upward extent of the /x_ ray emanating from the forcing zone and the second 
darker band reflected from the bottom near the point of critical reflection, indicate 
northward propagation of waves at locally sub-inertial frequency. The orientation of 
these bands is aligned with distinct /x_ characteristic directions as discussed in §4.1.

The alternating red and blue bands in the trapping zone for the NT run figure 1(d) 
indicate propagation up and to the north and down and to the south between the 
separatrix and the bottom along /x_ and n +  characteristics respectively. These patterns 
of horizontal and vertical flux confirm the interpretation of the characteristics in the 
sub-inertial region by showing that multiple reflections do occur in finite time and that, 
under linear dynamics at least, energy will eventually be transported northward toward 
the point attractor. Even after a year of steady forcing however, northward propagation 
to sub-inertial latitudes has not nearly traversed the approximately 400 km necessary 
to reach the point attractor.

Figure l (e ,f )  shows the divergence of the flux (->). In both the TA and NT cases, 
the flux divergence is strongly positive (red) in the forcing region v ~  —200 km, 
c «  2500 m indicating that energy is radiated away from this region. Not shown is 
the corresponding rate of energy supply ('F) which has opposite sign and balances 
the outward radiation. Also apparent in figure l (e ,f )  is a deep blue pattern near 
y =  —550 km. These negative values indicate that more energy is radiated into these 
zones than is radiated away. Energy is not accumulated here however as the Rayleigh 
damping in the sponge region acts to dissipate the energy as it arrives, producing 
an approximately steady flow. (The left edge of the plot is ~2k  from the edge of 
the computational domain and is just within the sponge region.) The negative flux 
divergence near y =  —550 km therefore shows the energy flux that would escape the 
computational domain to the south were it not for the damping scheme imposed to 
avoid reflections. It is immediately apparent in comparing figures 1(e) and 1(f ) that, 
for the same forcing, significantly more wave energy escapes equatorward under the
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sign convention is positive flux, i.e. northward or upward, shown in red, negative flux in blue.

TA than for the non-TA where a significant fraction of the energy is trapped at 
sub-inertial latitudes.

The strongly negative values for v > 0 in the deep ocean in figure 1(f ) also indicates 
that more energy is radiated into this zone than radiates away. In this region however, 
the Rayleigh damping term y , which is spatially confined to the edges of the 
computational domain, is negligible. Furthermore, this energy is being transported by 
wave motions at spatial scales significantly larger than those affected by the dissipation 
operator S>. According to (4.2), energy must be accumulating in this zone and figure 8, 
which indicates a rate of energy accumulation over the averaging interval of about 
A S  /  A f ~  1.5 X 1CT9 m2 s~3, verifies this expectation. As we can see, the flow at 
sub-inertial latitudes is not yet steady after 1 year of continuous ‘tidal’ forcing.

5. Overview of nonlinear dynamics
In this section we discuss simulation NT_nl, the companion experiment to NTJin in 

which the nonlinear advection terms are restored to the equations of motion. All 
other experimental parameters, including the forcing intensity, are unchanged. In 
general, nonlinearities induce motions at different frequencies and one might expect 
the primary frequencies excited to be the subharmonic ct/2 and the first harmonic 2a . 
In this problem however, the wave source is located relatively near the inertial latitude 
for the forced frequency. The sub-harmonic M2/ 2 has an inertial latitude of 28.8 
and waves of this frequency are evanescent throughout the computational domain. We 
therefore focus our attention here on the component of the flow at frequency 2a = M4.
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F i g u r e  8 . Energy density S'(t) during the last two forcing periods for the NTJin at the 
point y = 68.6 km, z =  82 m which lies in the sub-inertial zone of energy accumulation of 
figure 1(f).

To decompose the flow into frequency components, we use the ansatz

u j y ,  z. t) =  a(y. z) eos (cat) +  b(y. z) sin(mf) (5.1)

and compute the coefficients a , b by multiplying by the time-harmonic components 
and integrating over an integer number of periods 2jt/ co. Coefficients were calculated 
for both the fundamental frequency a  and the first harmonic 2a for the velocity 
components (u. v. w) as well as for b and p.

Figure 9 shows the 2a component of the meridional velocity v computed over 
the final two forcing periods in the year-long simulation. The spatial pattern of this 
component is quite different from the purely linear results in figure 2. While the 
overall pattern is consistent with the much steeper characteristics directions for waves 
at this frequency, a detailed correspondence between parts (e) and (f)  of figures 1 
and 9 is not evident. In particular, it is not obvious in the figure where the harmonic 
component of the flow is excited.

This component of the flow appears to be somewhat intensified in the upper ocean 
at ~v  =  —500 km, just above the location where upward and downward southbound 
characteristics at frequency a  (emanating from the prescribed source region) cross. 
More significant intensification is evident in the deep ocean just to the north of 
the inertial latitude v =  0. Here it is immediately apparent that the intensified 
flow at frequency 2a occurs in alternating bands that appear to be aligned with 
¡i-  characteristics associated with the fundamental frequency a. These bands are 
most intense in the deepest few hundred metres where waves at frequency 2a  are 
evanescent owing to the weak near-bottom stratification. They also extend upward into
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Figure  9. The 2a component o f the meridional velocity v at t = 7057}. Also shown are 
curves separating propagating from evanescent wave regions according to linear theory for 
waves of frequency a (curved line) and frequency 2a (horizontal line near bottom).

the region where 2a waves can, in principle, propagate freely but decay rapidly above 
the separatrix marking the turning points for the directly forced waves at frequency
а,  suggesting direct coupling to the a  waves themselves. Similarly, while the 2a 
component of v extends past the a = M2 inertial latitude in the upper ocean, the 
magnitude of this signal is significantly reduced. Finally, the predominant pattern 
consistent with steep 2a  characteristic slopes is disrupted in places by phase lines with 
much shallower slope corresponding to the local characteristic directions at the forced 
frequency. This is particularly apparent just south of v =  0 in the upper ocean where 
the forced waves are internally reflected as previously discussed.

Figure 10 shows the wave energy flux carried by the 2a  component of the flow 
with the sign convention that negative flux values indicate propagation to the south and 
down in parts (a) and (b ) respectively. While the vertical flux shows roughly equal flux 
in the positive and negative directions, the horizontal flux is predominantly southward 
and distributed rather diffusely in space though concentrated in the upper ocean. 
Northward flux, in contrast, is much more localized to distinct, relatively small patches 
that appear to align with the a characteristics radiating from the source location. The 
horizontal flux in the deep sub-inertial zone appears almost exclusively northward. The 
strongest vertical fluxes are found in the region —550 km < v < —400 km beneath the 
locations where a  characteristics reflect from the surface and intersect. Figure 10(c) 
shows the flux divergence. Positive values (red) indicate generation regions for 2a 
motions. The strongest sources exhibit phase patterns that correlate most strongly with 
reflections from the upper surface, the turning point in the upper ocean, and interior 
intersections of a  characteristics. A significant source is also evident very near the 
point of critical reflection (0, 0). The flow in this region will be considered at higher 
resolution in the subsequent section.

б. The trapping zone
We now consider the flow in the deep ocean at sub-inertial latitudes in more 

detail. In simulation SI_nl, we force the flow from a region centred at the inertial 
latitude 1000 m above the bottom, a location approximately corresponding to the 
centre of the somewhat diffuse northward beam visible in figure 2(f ). While in the 
previous simulations forcing was applied only to the v component of velocity, both v
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F ig u r e  10. (a,b) Energy flux and (c) flux divergence as in figure 7 but for the component of 
the flow at frequency 2a  in simulation NT_nl.

and w components were forced here such that the particle paths were aligned exactly 
perpendicular to the steep p- + characteristic at the centre of the source region. Energy 
was therefore radiated both to the north and to the south concentrated on the /x_ 
characteristic passing through the centre of the forcing region. Of course because the 
forcing region has finite size, we also expect energy to propagate along neighbouring 
characteristics, all of which have zero slope at the inertial latitude v =  0.

The vertical extent of the domain is limited here to 2000 m and, in principle, energy 
encountering the artificial lid would reflect back into the domain. North of v =  0, 
internal reflections at the separatrix prevent upward propagating energy from reaching 
the upper rigid lid and contamination of the interior flow by surface reflections is 
therefore minimal. Energy that propagates to the south encounters a sponge layer with 
strong Rayleigh damping within ~  100 km. In this way, the experiment highlights the 
fate of energy that is focused toward the sub-inertial point attractor.
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F ig u re  11. Energy flux and flux divergence as in figures 7 and 10 but for simulation SI_nl.

Figure 11 shows the components of the wave flux (#■> and the corresponding 
divergence computed after decomposing the flow into the directly forced (a)  and 
harmonic (2a) components. The averaging interval was taken as the last four periods 
2jt¡a in the two-year integration. At frequency a,  figure 11(c) now clearly shows 
energy flux downward and southward along the steep ß + characteristic following 
the first internal reflection. Positive flux, both upward and to the north occurs along 
bands parallel to /x_ characteristics, in particular along the distinguished characteristic 
that is tangent to the bottom, i.e. critically reflected at (0,0). These bands decay 
above and to the north of the separatrix where internal reflection is observed. While 
multiple alternating bands are visible at sub-inertial latitudes after 2 years, it is still 
apparent that the bulk of the energy has not yet reached the attractor point. It is 
also apparent that simply following the central characteristic from the source region 
does not completely reproduce the spacing of the observed bands. This presumably 
results from forcing over finite scales and therefore over a set of nearby characteristics. 
Interestingly, in comparison with the larger-scale simulation NTJin, the energy flux 
along upward and southward /x_ characteristics emanating from near the point of 
critical reflection is very weak. Our interpretation is that the finite-sized forcing 
region in this simulation is somewhat more compact than the rather diffuse beam 
that reaches the inertial latitude in NTJin. In that simulation, more energy reaches the 
separatrix above the point A indicated in figure 4 and therefore propagates along /x+ 
characteristics that intersect the bottom south of v =  0, thus reflecting upward and to 
the south. The comparatively focused beam excited in this run is concentrated along 
characteristics that intersect the separatrix below the point A, intersect the bottom 
north of v =  0, reflect up and to the north and are therefore trapped.

Figure 11(e) shows the flux divergence at the forced frequency a.  The localized 
red patch in the forcing region again indicates wave radiation away from the source.
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There are also two strong bands of opposite sign that are closely aligned with a 
nearly critical /x_ characteristic. Negative values indicate a convergence of energy; 
more energy propagates into these regions than leaves at frequency a.  This is 
what would be expected if energy were being transferred from the a  component 
to the 2a  component. Figure 11 (b,d,f ) shows the flux and divergence at the 2a 
frequency and we do indeed see that the strongest horizontal flux and divergence 
correspond with the regions of strong flux divergence at the fundamental frequency. 
The situation is not completely clear however owing to the alternating signs in the 
signals at both frequencies. This could indicate that there is an exchange of energy 
between the frequency components, i.e. from a  -> 2a but also from 2a -> a perhaps 
via parametric subharmonic instability (PSI) (McComas & Bretherton 1977; Bouruet- 
Aubertot et al. 2001; Gerkema, Staquet & Bouruet-Aubertot 2006). It is clear however 
that the region near the point of critical reflection is a zone of strong coupling between 
the near-inertial waves and their harmonic.

7. Discussion
On the ß -plane, retaining the horizontal component of rotation de-aligns the rotation 

and gravity vectors and alters the dispersion relation for inertio-gravity waves. While 
one might expect that the horizontal component of rotation would play a significant 
role at the equator, where its value is largest and the vertical component vanishes, 
it can also play a significant role in the dynamics of near-inertial internal waves, 
even at relatively high latitudes. Linear theory in a flat two-dimensional basin with 
realistic stratification shows that near-inertial waves are able to propagate poleward of 
their inertial latitude and can be focused and trapped in the deep weakly stratified 
ocean. The specific configuration considered, with localized mid-depth body forcing, 
can be thought of as an idealization of internal wave beams generated near the crest of 
an isolated, steep topographic feature by oscillating tidal currents at the semi-diurnal 
frequency. Energy radiated toward the poleward abyss, ~25 % of the energy radiated 
from the forcing region, is focused and trapped in the deep ocean.

In this idealized configuration, there are two special locations: the point of critical 
bottom reflection, which occurs at the inertial latitude for the forced wave; and 
the point attractor where the separatrix intersects the bottom. These points are of 
particular interest because there are clear mechanisms for intensification of wave 
energy densities (focusing near-critical reflection and waveguide shrinkage), wave 
nonlinearities are intrinsically important in their vicinity and they are therefore likely 
candidate locations for wave-driven deep ocean mixing. The simulations presented give 
qualitative confirmation of expected energy transmission paths, verifying the existence 
of internal reflections without making a WKB scale-separation approximation. They 
also confirm that the infinite/zero wavelength predictions at the inertial latitude and 
separatrix respectively are artifacts of WKB theory, that ray focusing and energy 
intensification does occur near points of critical reflection and that nonlinearities occur 
preferentially in the neighbourhood of these points. While suggestive, the simulations 
are not however sufficiently resolved to make direct statements about dissipation and 
mixing rates.

It should be noted that these results were obtained under steady background 
conditions for continuous forcing in the absence of other flows. Even so, the larger- 
domain simulations were only approximately steady near the inertial latitude after one 
year with the waves propagating only about half the distance from the inertial latitude 
to the point attractor in that time. Even for the smaller-domain run that focused
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F i g u r e  12. (a) Schematic showing the trapping of wind-generated inertial waves in the 
deep ocean poleward of the source. (£>) Schematic showing the trapping of near-inertial waves 
generated by PSI of the internal tide in the upper ocean. Here y = 0 corresponds to the inertial 
latitude 28.8 for waves at frequency M2/ 2.

directly on the trapping region, wave energy has not arrived at the attractor point after 
two years. While tidal forcing is continuous in time, the validity of the assumption 
of steady background conditions is perhaps suspect though if it were to be reasonable 
anywhere, one might expect it to be so in the abyss.

The behaviour of waves near their inertial latitudes in the deep ocean is not limited 
however to internal tides. Winds and storms at the surface force nearly horizontal 
surface currents in the surface mixed layer that then radiate into the deep ocean as 
near-inertial internal waves (D’Asaro et al. 1995). Because in the upper ocean (below 
the mixed layer) N  is typically large, the inertial latitude and the true turning point 
for inertial-frequency waves are very close, these waves are generated essentially at 
their turning latitudes and cannot propagate poleward, thus propagating equatorward 
into the ocean interior as shown in figure 12(a). We have already seen that the 
abyssal trapping region has a finite zone of attraction. Shown in the figure is a 
characteristic for a surface-generated inertial wave propagating into the interior along 
a ß + characteristic. The characteristic intersects a localized topographic feature with 
supercritical slope, i.e. a slope such that the forward reflecting characteristic would 
penetrate the topography and is thus disallowed. Upon reflection, energy is radiated 
along a /x_ characteristic which, in this example, lies just above the critical ray that 
grazes the point of critical reflection (0, 0) and enters into the abyssal trapping region. 
This problem is analogous to the tidally forced problem except that the time scale of 
the wind forcing is both intermittent and of relatively short duration, perhaps of the 
order of days. Nonetheless, the combination of non-traditional effects and supercritical
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F i g u r e  13. A stratified, tilted system, in which the isopycnals of the background 
stratification (two examples of which are indicated by the dotted lines) are perpendicular 
to the boundaries (in grey). Stratification decreases upslope, i.e. in the negative ri direction. 
Characteristics were calculated using an equation analogous to (2.2). There are two positions 
in the along-slope direction that are of particular importance. One is where one of the 
characteristics becomes parallel to the slope (level indicated by dotted line on the right). 
The other is the point beyond which waves cannot propagate anymore because stratification 
has become too weak: the transition from the hyperbolic to the elliptic regime (level indicated 
by the dotted line on the left); here waves get trapped near the bottom.

topography provides a potential mechanism for directly transferring energy from the 
wind to the poleward deep ocean. Unlike the tidally driven problem, where the point 
of critical reflection occurs at a single latitude, critical reflection of wind-driven inertial 
waves can potentially occur at any forcing latitude provided of course that the local 
topography is favourable.

Figure 12(b) illustrates another way in which wave energy can radiate into the 
sub-inertial trapping region. A propagating low-mode internal tide at frequency M2 is 
subject to parametric subharmonic instability (PSI) as it propagates poleward on a ß-  
plane. This nonlinear interaction transfers energy from the internal tide to smaller-scale 
waves at the subharmonic frequency M2/2  at latitudes equatorward of the M2/2  inertial 
latitude 28.8 (e.g. MacKinnon & Winters 2005). For realistic ocean stratification, 
PSI of the internal tide is an upper ocean phenomenon that radiates subharmonic, 
near-inertial waves to the deep ocean. This problem has recently been simulated under 
the TA by Hazewinkel & Winters (2011), who show that these waves are internally 
reflected at the inertial latitude for all depths when non-traditional effects are ignored. 
The fate of these waves when non-traditional effects are included has not yet been 
addressed though (2.3) indicates that sub-inertial propagation might extend several 
hundred kilometres poleward of 28.8" in the deep ocean.

In this paper we have focussed on a particular example of near inertial waves on 
the ß -plane, in which non-traditional effects provide the means for symmetry breaking. 
Analogous flows can be constructed without variable rotation. A specific example is 
provided in the Appendix.
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Appendix. An analogue of the non-traditional (0-plane
Veronis (1970) pointed out an analogy between the effects of rotation and 

stratification, noting an exact mathematical correspondence between certain non
rotating, stratified flows and non-stratified, rotating flows.

The effect of non-traditional terms also has an analogue in non-rotating flows. As 
pointed out by Maas (2001, 2005), the key effect of the non-traditional terms on 
the /-plane lies in their symmetry breaking: the rotation axis is no longer aligned 
with gravity. A similar symmetry breaking can be created in non-rotating fluids by 
introducing a sloping boundary. Two types of attractors are here to be distinguished. 
One takes the form of a closed trajectory; for this, a supercritical slope is needed. The 
other is a point attractor, which occurs over a subcritical slope (e.g. internal waves 
running into the apex of a wedge). Similarly, the two types of attractors may occur 
on the non-traditional /-plane, for instance in a closed rectangular basin aligned to 
gravity; the closed-trajectory type of attractor would occur for super-inertial waves, the 
point attractor for sub-inertial waves (in one of the comers of the basin).

In the present paper, we have the additional complication of the variation of ƒ  with 
latitude, i.e. the /-effect. This case also has an analogy, which is illuminating because 
it translates the less familiar non-traditional effects into more common terms. The 
analogy can be developed formally, yielding an equation of the same type as (2.1), but 
here we give only a qualitative description.

We consider a basin with parallel bottom and surface, both flat but tilted with 
respect to the vertical (figure 13). This tilting, by itself, has already created a 
symmetry breaking analogous to that on the non-traditional /-plane. We furthermore 
add a density stratification with sloping isopycnals such that they are normal to 
the tilted bottom (i.e. pix'))’, this contrived situation requires rotation (about the 
gravitational axis) to keep the sloping isopycnals in place with a geostrophic 
current. We confine our attention here to high-frequency internal waves that are not 
significantly affected by rotation; in other words, the only role of rotation here is to 
have the isopycnals oriented normal to the tilted boundary.

At this point, internal wave characteristics would be straight. We alter this by adding 
a final ingredient, taking non-uniform stratification with the density gradient 3p (xi)/ dx' 
decreasing linearly in the upslope direction. As a result, waves cannot propagate 
indefinitely leftward, but at some point encounter a location x' where the density 
gradient becomes too weak to support waves of a given frequency (left dotted line 
in figure 13). As shown in the figure, waves then become trapped in the comer in 
an entirely similar way as on the non-traditional /-plane, with the separatrix between 
hyperbolic and elliptic behaviour playing the same role in both cases.

Prior to reaching this point, there is an xf location (indicated by the right dotted line) 
at which one of the characteristics becomes parallel to the slope. To the right and left 
of this line, the boundary slope is super- and sub-critical respectively. This location is 
the analogue of the inertial latitude on the non-traditional /-plane.
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In summary, in this example the occurrence of wave trapping towards a point 
attractor requires two ingredients: symmetry breaking due to the tilt of the boundaries 
with respect to gravity, and along-slope variation of the density gradient, creating a 
separatrix between hyperbolic and elliptic regimes. Together, they allow a transition 
from super- to sub-criticality in the upslope direction, and focusing toward a point 
attractor.

In the preceding sections, the analogues of these two ingredients were the non- 
traditional Coriolis terms, creating a symmetry breaking due to the tilt of the rotation 
axis with respect to gravity, and the /-effect, which results in a separatrix. Together, 
they allow a transition from super- to sub-inertial waves in the poleward direction, and 
a point attractor at the sepatrix in the sub-inertial domain.
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